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Abstract 
Over the past decades, industries and governments have progressively been relying upon space data-centric and data-
dependent systems. Consequently, this led to the emergence of malicious activities, also known as cyber-threats, 
targeting such systems. To counter these threats, new technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) have been 
implemented and deployed. Today, AI is highly capable of delivering fast, precise and reliable command-and-control 
decision-making, as well as providing reliable vulnerability analysis using well-proven cutting-edge techniques. 
Nonetheless, this might not yet be the case when used for space applications. AI can also play a transformative and 
important role in the future of space cybersecurity, and it poses questions on what to expect in the near-term future. 
Challenges and opportunities, deriving from the adoption of AI-based solutions to achieve cybersecurity and later 
cyber defence objectives in both civil and military operations, bring a new framework and new ethical requirements. 
In fact, most of these technologies are not designed to be used or to overcome challenges in space. Because of the 
highly contested and congested environment, as well as the highly interdisciplinary nature of threats to AI and machine 
learning technologies, including cybersecurity issues, a solid and open understanding of the technology itself is 
required, as well as an understanding of its multidimensional uses and approaches. This includes the definition of legal 
and technical frameworks, ethical dimensions and other concerns such as mission safety, national security, and 
technology development for future uses.  
The continuous endeavours to create a framework and regulate interdependent uses of combined technologies such as 
AI and cybersecurity to counter “new” threats require the research and development of “living concepts” to determine 
in advance the vulnerabilities of the networks and the AI.  
This paper will develop a cybersecurity risk and vulnerability taxonomy for the future applications of AI in the space 
security field. Moreover, it will assess to what extent a network digital twins’ simulation can still protect networks 
against relentless cyber-attacks in space against users and ground segments. These concepts will be applied to the case 
study of Earth Observation (EO) operations, which allows for conclusions to be drawn based on the business impact 
(reputational, environmental, and social) of a cyber malicious activity. Since AI technologies are developing daily, a 
regulatory framework will be proposed using ethical and technical approaches for the technology and its use in space. 
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Acronyms/Abbreviations 
 

AI Artificial Intelligence 

DDoS Denial-of-service attack 

DL Deep Learning 

DT Digital Twin 

EO Earth Observation 

EDTs Emerging Disruptive Technologies 

EVT Experientable Virtual Twin 

GNN Graph Neural Network 

IP Internet Protocol 

Geovis Spat 
Anal 

Journal of Geovisualization and Spatial 
Analysis 

ML Machine Learning 

MBSE Model Based Systems Engineering 

RF Radio Frequency 

RaaS Ransom as a Service 

 
 

1. Introduction 

Over the last decade, the fourth industrial 
revolution has brought significant scientific and 
technological progress that has deeply affected spatial 
data-centric and data-dependent systems. Given the 
inherent criticality of the space sector, scientific and 
technological progress has also resulted in the 
emergence of new malicious capabilities targeting 
space systems. Among the countermeasures adopted 
to tackle them is the development and deployment of 
the so-called Emerging Disruptive Technologies 
(EDTs), such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), which are 
highly capable of delivering fast and reliable 
command-and-control decision-making, as well as 
providing reliable vulnerability analysis using well-
proven cutting-edge techniques. 

The significant advances made in the field of AI in 
the last decades has contributed to human progress in 
a wide range of scientific fields, such as robotics and 
machine learning. Moreover, it has substantially 
contributed to boosting current space efforts. AI is 
applied in many fields ranging from mission planning 

and designing, processing extensive amounts of data 
collected by satellites, assisting navigation systems as 
well as enhancing satellite imagery [1]. 

High-quality and precise satellite imagery is 
particularly important for Earth Observation (EO) and 
monitoring activities, defined as “the gathering of 
information about planet Earth’s physical, chemical, 
and biological systems via remote sensing 
technologies, usually involving satellites carrying 
imaging devices” [2]. Remote-sensing provides 
unique capabilities and advantages such as observing 
wide areas, contributing to the increasingly accurate 
development of early warning or weather detection 
systems, allowing for the collection of data without 
jeopardising national sovereignty, rapid measurement 
of acquired images, and ensure operational continuity 
in the use of sensors belonging to previous missions, 
thus, in long-term data collection [3]. 

In recent years there has been an increasing use of 
Machine Learning (ML) and AI for EO applications. 
In fact, the exponential growth of data collected by 
satellites, now on the order of several petabytes, 
requires the use of technologies for a quick and 
accurate analysis [4]. An example of this use is the 
PhiSat-1 (Φ-Sat-1) satellite, the first European satellite 
to use AI to efficiently send EO data back to Earth. 
More specifically, the hyperspectral camera collects a 
significant number of images, some of which have 
poor quality due to external factors, such as cloud 
coverage. Φ-Sat's artificial intelligence chip filters 
them to return only usable data, autonomously 
discarding those images that cannot be used [5]. 

The use of AI to support EO and monitoring 
activities has raised some challenges, more 
specifically deriving from the adoption of AI-based 
solutions to achieve cybersecurity and later cyber 
defence objectives in both civil and military 
operations. This includes the definition of legal and 
technical frameworks, ethical dimensions, and other 
concerns such as mission safety, national security, and 
technology development for future uses. 

The objective of this paper is to propose a 
regulatory framework using ethical and technical 
approaches for the use of AI in space, specifically 
applied to EO and system health monitoring. To 
achieve the objective, the paper develops a 
cybersecurity risk and vulnerability taxonomy for the 
future applications of AI in space and assesses to what 
extent a network digital twins’ simulation can still 
protect networks against relentless cyber-attacks. 
 

2. New technologies 
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New technologies are a set of applications of 
scientific knowledge that offer a significant 
improvement over an established technology for a 
given process. The definition of “new” is in a 
continuous redefinition as technology changes over 
time in a cyclical way. These new technologies are a 
focal point for the development of our society and are 
discussed frequently for their potential use in both the 
civil and military domain. This research paper will 
focus mainly on AI and Cybersecurity. 

AI, machine learning, deep learning and others are 
disruptive technologies that have been at the centre of 
attention for their potential use in conflict, deterrence, 
assurance, and competition. AI is often used as an 
umbrella term for a large variety of disciplines. 

Although its use is increasing, AI still doesn't have 
an universally accepted definition. Today there are 
many definitions, however the term Artificial 
Intelligence appeared for the first time in a workshop 
at Dartmouth University in 1956. John McCarthy, also 
known as the father of AI, defined AI as “the science 
and engineering of making intelligent machines” [6]. 
Referring to intelligent machines, computer scientist 
Elaine Rich regards artificial intelligence as “the study 
of how to make computers do things at which, at the 
moment, people are better” [7]. 

Further differentiation should be made on the type 
of AI – weak, strong and super [44]. The distinction is 
provided by the range of functions and capabilities that 
each of the three AI supports. Nowadays, most 
progress has been made in weak AI. This is specialised 
on a very narrow range of functions, such pre-
programming assistance. Weak AI repeats similar 
codes that were predefined by their makers and 
classifies them accordingly. This kind of AI has 
entered the market and private homes. It is now widely 
used through smart devices such as smart-homes, 
phones and cars. On the other hand, strong AI aims to 
duplicate human intellectual abilities by copying them. 
While even more advanced, super AI seeks to 
outperform human intelligence with the increasing 
computational power that computers are able to 
elaborate [43]. With regards to the development of AI 
technologies, after a period of so-called “AI winter” 
referring to a decline in interest and funding in AI 
technologies, an era of “AI spring” has entered. In fact, 
only this technology raised an estimated US$ 6.9 
billion in the first quarter of 2020, although covering 
all industries and not only space. [9]. 

It is important to distinguish between artificial 
intelligence and automation. Whereas automation 
refers to a “broad category describing an entire class 

of technologies rather than just one” [48] including 
robotics, AI can be regarded as a type of automation 
that replaces “human labour in tasks both physical and 
cognitive” [48]. 
 
3. Risk and Vulnerabilities 

One of the most important particularities of space 
data is its “instrumental” nature and the fact that the 
data received from satellites needs to be converted into 
meaningful information. Therefore, specific AI 
methods to leverage advances in physical parameters 
extraction are needed and used. AI itself, on the other 
hand, can represent different uses, such as machine 
learning and deep learning methods, which are mainly 
used for image classification or object segmentation. 
The effective use of space data could require hybrid 
AI methods, encompassing mathematical models for 
the satellite orbit, the physics of electromagnetic 
propagation and scattering, signal processing, machine 
learning, or knowledge representation [27].  
 
3.1 Overview of Cyber Risks Against AI Space Assets 

It is not possible or reliable to estimate the 
probability of a cyberattack. A cyber risk can be 
defined as the product of threats, vulnerabilities and 
impacts divided by the possible mitigations [23].   

The use of AI bears some risks varying from lack 
of AI implementation traceability, data sourcing and 
privacy violations, as well as black box algorithms and 
lack of transparency, which require the adoption of a 
system-focused policy to track, assess, prioritise, and 
control cyber-AI risks. Secondly, the use of AI can 
introduce program bias into decision making 
processes. As algorithms become considerably more 
complex, it is difficult to make a comprehensive 
overview of existing security vulnerabilities, as well as 
adopting cyber security measures to prevent any 
attack.  

Other risks are data sourcing and privacy 
violations since unfettered access to satellite data 
creates privacy-related legal and ethical problems. 
Whether governmental or non-governmental entities 
or even civilians, in the wrong hands, can become a 
source of national security threats, like revealing the 
position of secret military bases and global 
peacekeeping operations [24]. 

As well as black box algorithms, lack of 
transparency is one of the major concerns related to 
AI. AI-based decision-making tools can become target 
and attacked by cyber means and unintended 
consequences of these can be the obsolescence of 
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existing controls, can cause complexity in operations, 
and the possibility of cascading errors, which take 
place when only one part of the system fails, and other 
parts must compensate for the failed component [25]. 
This in turn overloads these nodes, causing them to fail 
as well, prompting additional nodes to fail one after 
another. 
 
3.2. Overview of AI Cyber Vulnerabilities 

AI, in particular weak AI, is a cyber vulnerable 
technology. AI systems are not only embedded with 
traditional forms of cyber vulnerabilities, particularly 
the ones deploying machine learning, but also 
depending on how AI works and learns, existing attack 
surface composed of coding errors can be 
complemented by additional, and un-patchable ones, 
which can render the system using AI more open to 
attacks [37]. Attack codes to exploit vulnerabilities of 
AI systems have already proliferated in space by many 
States and agencies. On the one hand machine learning 
vulnerabilities futher enable hackers to manipulate 
systems’ integrity (causing them to make mistakes), 
confidentiality (causing them to leak information), and 
availability (causing them to cease functioning), while 
AI cyber defensive techniques are limited and hard to 
keep up with new means. 

The uses of ML algorithms can help to identify and 
defend against computer-based vulnerabilities [21] 
and threats by automating the detection of an attack 
and its response. On the other hand, offensive AI 
algorithms can render cyberattacks increasingly 
difficult to block or defend against by enabling rapid 
adaptation of malware to adjust to restrictions imposed 
by countermeasures and security controls [22]. 

In terms of AI cyber security, vulnerability refers 
to a weakness in hardware, software, or procedures. 
Risk on the other hand, refers to the potential for lost, 
damaged, or destroyed assets. Starting from the 
mission execution level to the data analysis, AI 
systems still have significant limitations and 
vulnerabilities, particularly in terms of predictability, 
verifiability, and reliability. Both AI systems and AI-
enabled systems deployed in different contexts in 
space can be attacked. AI attacks are enabled by 
inherent limitations in the underlying AI, algorithms 
that currently cannot be fixed, therefore, they are 
different from traditional cyberattacks that are caused 
by “bugs” or human mistakes in codes. An attack can 
target security in the training algorithm (e.g., 
adversarial machine learning), or vulnerabilities in the 
training process (e.g., data poisoning attacks). On the 

other hand, vulnerabilities in the platform on which the 
AI system runs can also have an impact on the 
classification results. An example is a concrete proof-
of-concept attack to prove the feasibility and impact of 
platform attack, or a higher-level qualitative analysis 
to reason about the impact of large vulnerability 
classes on AI systems [28]. 
 
4. Cybersecurity risk and vulnerability taxonomy 

AI technologies are one of the enabling and 
innovative technologies that can both reduce and 
augment cybersecurity risks and vulnerabilities. A 
cyber taxonomy would help to align cybersecurity 
definitions and terminologies to enable the 
categorisation of potential risk and vulnerabilities. 
Understanding technical aspects will help to shape 
legal and policy aspects. 

Even if one might intuitively think that space assets 
can be challenging to attack, they are prone to multiple 
risks, even of a cyber nature. Satellites are the core of 
many industrial sectors such as telecommunications 
and, in the case of navigation, are the elements that, if 
disabled or destroyed, completely prevent operations. 
In addition, the importance of cyber risks for the space 
sector stems from the fact that there are no common 
standards and regulations in this field; that supply 
chains are particularly complex to manage; and that 
often these types of attacks deliver significant benefits 
to a relatively low price and visibility. 

Cyber threats can affect all segments of a space 
operation, so both space, link, and ground segments 
need to be monitored and protected [47]. If kinetic 
threats aim to destroy or physically harm targets, and 
electronic threats aim to intercept or disable RF 
communications, cyber threats target data directly. 
The complexity of an attack is relatively low. Private 
hacker groups or individuals with low budgets can 
pose a threat. Space cyber threats can be analysed 
under two main categories, thus as technical cyber 
threats and as social engineering cyber-Threats [39]. 
The former exploits the technical weaknesses of the 
various segments of space activities, while the latter 
exploits the deception or psychological manipulation 
of the victims in order to penetrate a system.   

Technical cyber threats include a variety of attacks 
like signal hijacking, seizure of control, data 
corruption, data interception, Denial-of-service attack 
(DDoS) and Internet Protocol (IP) satellite attacks 
[39]. Protection against signal hijacking is particularly 
important in telecommunications satellites. Using an 
antenna connected to a computer, the attacker can 
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identify a free communication slot in a transponder 
and use the bandwidth capacity in excess. In this way, 
the attacked asset will be used to relay malevolent 
information, even if the actual risk consists of possible 
cross-talk interferences or denial of service. Another 
vulnerability is related to the Command and Control 
(C2) link which retrieves data from the subsystems. 
An intrusion into the C2 link of a satellite operator can 
make it possible for an attacker to seize control of the 
satellite. This could lead to an unintended change of 
orbit or a change of attitude to deteriorate optical 
instruments in an EO satellite. An intruder in the C2 
link could also take control of the entire 
communication subsystem of the satellite leading to 
the interception of uplink data or the corruption of the 
downlink. [40] A Denial-of-Service attack to the 
ground segment and the C2 link could block the 
control of the satellite's operations and the data 
collection. Hacker groups can also detect IP addresses 
from satellites providing internet connectivity and 
then initiate a TCP/IP connection from a stolen IP 
address [38].  

Social engineering cyber threats include phishing, 
pretexting,baiting attacks, quid pro quo attacks, 
tailgating. Such attacks are not addressed to the 
technology directly, but to the human operators. These 
practices involve different ways of manipulating the 
victim's behaviour and psychology. As an example, if 
phishing exploits human naivety or distraction, a 
baiting attack exploits human curiosity. Quid pro quo 
and tailgating (or piggybacking) involve the deception 
of the victim and camouflage.  

In addition to the two categories described above, 
another way of targeting space systems by means of 
cyber attacks is to disable or infiltrate the systems that 
monitor their flight, position, and collision probability, 
in other words the Space Situational Awareness 
networks. These attacks have two main objectives; to 
prevent the observation of space traffic and promote 
traffic congestion, and to hide the presence of 
spacecraft from the eyes of a competitor.  

 
4.1. Overview of EO-Assets Security Risk  
With the rapid growth of internet services and 

dependence on the interconnected physical and digital 
technologies in the 21st century, cyber-physical 
security is persistently raised as one of the prevalent 
research in the modern digitalisation realm. Cyber-
physical security addresses security concerns for 
physical systems used to maintain and implement 
cybersecurity solutions. At the same time the practical 
angle of AI is gradually emerging to contribute in the 

advancement of the automated and integrated cyber-
physical systems using the ground-breaking AI 
techniques. 

 
Recently, most space defence agencies customised 

the backbone of cyber-physical security by gradually 
augmenting the technical purpose of AI which consists 
of identifying, collecting, analysing, interpreting as 
well as neutralising and recovering from interference 
and intrusion, while constantly blocking doubtful 
actions on cyber-physical technologies including data 
communication protocol, data transmission 
bandwidth, and data management with secure 
protection [10].  

The cyber-physical adversaries essentially can be 
expressed in terms of two necessary intrusion 
parameters: cyber-threats and cyber-attacks. It is hard 
to devise AI-based automatic tools consisting of well-
operated techniques of threats and attacks. 
Furthermore, the intrusion parameters also elaborate 
AI, ML, and DL for probing the intrinsic features 
representation from the existing cyber-physical 
security big data set. They have been deployed to 
various real cyber-physical security cases, for instance 
identifying, predicting, and scrutinising particular sets 
of threats and attacks which occurred in the field of EO 
[11]. However, the cyber-physical systems which are 
supported by AI enable the development of 
transformative approaches to ensure effectiveness and 
optimality in such a way that achieve the desired 
outcomes [12]. 

On the other hand, in the context of space-based 
EO-assets, the most urgent need is to progressively 
develop sustained and trustworthy data handling 
including other core-technical capabilities, such as 
data-fetching, data-recognition, data-streamwise, and 
data-delivery in the form of image and/or non-image 
types. It leads to implicitly unlocking the long-term 
intersection research activities between EO-assets and 
space-security. Thus, there is the need to set up and 
maintain reliable statistical information for detailed 
multi-temporal and multi-spatial data provision so as 
to uphold continuous surveillance and mapping 
transformations.  

As an example, the development of high-fidelity 
decision support tools referred to as digital twins (DT), 
allows to counteract the advanced persistent malicious 
threats and lethal attacks during incessant 
reconnaissance missions. Other use cases of digital 
twins are vulnerability detection through visual 
adversarial analytics, advanced real-time intrusion 
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monitoring, and resilience assessment on active cyber 
physical threat intelligence systems.  
 
5. Technical Countermeasures 

One of the countermeasures to optimise AI in 
space applications can be the application of digital 
twins in the combination with AI. The digital twin is a 
high-fidelity digital model of a physical system or 
asset that can be used to optimise operations and 
predict faults of the physical system and for space to 
understand different use cases of digital twin for its 
potential for cybersecurity incident predictions. The 
integration of digital twin technology and AI has 
significant effects in aerospace flight detection 
simulation, failure warning, aircraft assembly, and 
even unmanned flight, therefore the use of this 
technology for space provides a good discussion of the 
trend and the challenges of using DT in providing the 
technical benefits associated with cyber physical 
systems.  

 
The notion of DT was firstly proposed by Michael 

Grieves and conceptualised as a subsidiary part of the 
strategic diagnostic and prognostic toolset in the 
context of product life-cycle management [13]. It is 
basically understood as the essential engineering 
advancement in the production and operation of 
technology, while it also offers digital representation 
of a real-world or physical object to the reformation of 
a virtual replica, including its process throughout its 
lifecycle and the required real-time and historical data 
[14]. The virtual replica can be used for further 
analysis which can deliver actionable insights in the 
form of the desired key-performance measurements. 
This allows to enhance both tangible and intangible 
products in terms of eight vital values: real-time 
remote monitoring-control; predictive maintenance-
scheduling; scenario-risk assessment; synergy of 
abnormalities detection; informed decision support 
system; personalization of products and services; 
efficiency and safety; and documentation and 
communication [18]. Aside from that, the necessary 
key-terms from various thrived definitions of DT 
being constantly proposed and formally used can be 
simply characterised in terms of three elementary 
components: physical reality, a virtual replica, and the 
bi-directional data flow. The latter occurs in the form 
of information exchange using cutting-edge cognitive 
systems [15] between the physical reality and the 
virtual replica, which comprises data streamwise and 
actionable insights as depicted in Figure 1.  

 

 
Figure 1. Essential building blocks of Digital Twin 
[41] 
 
5.1. Conceptual Network Digital EO Twin as a 
Mitigating Measures 

The first part of this analysis focuses on the 
overview of a cutting-edge network DT architecture 
proposed by one of the co-authors [41][42], which is 
compared with the technical white paper developed by 
a team of industrial practitioners from scalable 
Network Technologies enterprises [17]. The analysis 
includes the additional technical explanation on how 
to carry out the comprehensive idea of network DT in 
modelling, simulating, monitoring, and assessing the 
existing EO-assets threats taxonomy.  

The second step of the analysis focuses on the 
breakthrough approach in formalising the main 
building blocks of network digital-EO twin for 
handling the RF intrusion and interference, as one of 
the existing technical suggestions for the upcoming 
remote-sensing EO activities conducted by authorised 
space-based research and development institutions, 
and space-military and defence enterprises. 

By definition, network DT is the digital 
simulation-based model of the communication 
network integrated with its operating environment and 
the application of the traffic carried by it. To satisfy its 
intended goals, the network DT must have sufficient 
fidelity to accurately reflect and propagate the network 
dynamics due to the tangible interaction amongst the 
communication protocols, topology, traffic, and 
physical environment. A network DT can be further 
upgraded by incorporating cyber vulnerabilities and 
defences. The cyber-enhanced network DT can be 
used to verify and validate the cyber resilience of the 
simulated system in an adversarial environment, while 
analysing its behaviour and resilience under various 
collections of spiteful intrusion and interference 
scenarios [17]. The visualisation of network DT 
architecture developed by industrial practitioners and 
academic researchers is provided as depicted in the 
Figures. 
 
5.2 Objectives 
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Practical use cases for the digital twin approach, 
and its use in EO imagery, communications and 
networking, referred to as network digital-EO twin. 
 

 
Figure 2. Network Digital Twin in the context of 
Intelligent Incident Cyber-Physical Response System 
[41, p.7] 
 

 
Figure 3. Network Digital Twin in Hierarchical Layer-
by-Layer mode from the bottom level L0 to the top 
level L4 [42, p.7] 
 

The main idea behind the development of network 
digital-EO twins is the elaboration between three 
essential pillars, which are Experientable Virtual Twin 
(EVT), reliable adversarial ML models, and advanced 
AI solver using Graph Neural Networks (GNN), as 
shown in Figure 4. GNN is strongly chosen as a neural 
network solver for developing a highly resilient, 
secure, and lightweight architecture model of data-
driven networks, including the capability of detecting 
particular anomalies. These pillars can be identified as 
the essential building blocks for EVT for AI space 
systems in order to align with the latest scientific 
research and breakthrough cybersecurity solutions. 
 

 
Figure 4. The Primary Building Blocks of Network 
Digital-EO Twin [41] 
 

EVT basically combines the underlying notion 
among MBSE (Model Based Systems Engineering), 
simulation-based technology, and DT itself. Besides, 
it is created to comply with high-fidelity simulation 
based systems engineering processes for a variety of 
different applications, from the development of 
verification, training, optimization, testing, validation, 
up to the realisation of intelligent systems [19]. 
 
6. Legal and policy aspects of a cybersecurity risk 

and vulnerability taxonomy 

Not only satellites but also satellite data have to be 
a priority subject of international dialogues on 
cyberlaw and international security. Most of the 
privacy-related legal and ethical problems are 
generated by unfettered access to satellite data, and 
can be a source of national security threats, like 
revealing the position of secret military bases and 
global peacekeeping operations. AI development and 
use in the space sector bears a regulatory vacuum, 
except for some national provisions as to technology, 
and cyber security and safety dimensions of AI use 
have not been regulated at all.  

 The expanding variety of space stakeholders and 
those able to use emerging technologies effectively in 
their system designs will create unique challenges for 
each actor, system and uses, that may not be applicable 
in other areas, therefore will require tailored 
regulations for cybersecurity and AI in space, in order 
to regulate both technology and the use of emerging 
technologies for cross-domain challenges, while 
watching implementation for compliance to the 
constituent values, to make the policy and law 
regulations germane to domain (space-cyber) and 
technology related cyber challenges. 
 
6.1. Design of AI Cyber Policy for /in Space  
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The use of AI technology in space without 

adequate verification and acceptance tests in the 
engineering phase could cause a high level of risk. 
Therefore, imperatives for policymakers and legal 
designers are different. Policymakers have to focus on 
recognizing the problem, identifying vulnerable 
systems, and taking steps to mitigate risks before any 
undesired consequence, for the present uses of 
emerging technologies, not excluding the possible and 
future uses. For space, cyber security policy defines 
and documents any organisations' statement of intent, 
principles and approaches to ensure effective 
management of cybersecurity risks in pursuit of its 
strategic objectives. While law has a reactive approach 
and clearly defines, regulates and protects against 
violations of core values, cybersecurity policy, on the 
other hand, is more successful when it is proactive, not 
reactive, and when it answers to rapid technological 
changes and challenges. In terms of cybersecurity and 
AI, policymakers have to consider many parameters as 
to the security impacts of AI.  

From the cybersecurity aspect, AI can have an 
impact on the national and international landscape in 
multiple forms, in physical and non-physical 
environments; will increasingly be used as a tool to 
help carry out cyberattacks or to defend against cyber-
attacks by nations and private space actors for future 
missions. While generating new modes of 
informational warfare, its use will expand the threat 
landscape, and might contribute to the destabilisation 
and generation of new forms of weaponization for 
conventional and non-conventional actors. With the 
growth of AI, the intrusion caused by obtaining and 
retaining the data is not a fixed impact, but will vary 
according to the quality of data and what the scope of 
cyber intrusion will be, as analytic processes change 
and develop, and the legal and policy frameworks will 
have to catch up with them. 

Embedded artificial intelligence in space systems, 
services, processes, and decision-making, is shifting 
attention on how the data is and will be used by the 
software, particularly by complex, evolving 
algorithms, and the consequences of developing uses. 
Security focused policies for AI underlines the 
importance of transparency, testing, and 
accountability for algorithms and their developers. 
However, operationalizing these policies in practice 
requires the establishment of legal responsibility for 
the occurrence of harmful consequences as a result of 
the use of artificial intelligence. 

AI cyber security space policy, therefore, has to 
find a perfect balance between innovation and 
resiliency for all four segments (ground-link-user-
space) [47], as well as space actors, including space 
vendors, contractors, and governments. Space cyber 
security is on the agenda of US and European actors 
[8] to set the framework  for the urgency, tone and 
guidelines taking into consideration the particularities 
of the space and technology challenges and bring 
different actors together on a common set of 
principles. 

 In terms of policy and regulation, the main focus 
for agencies and governments will be to reduce the risk 
of attacks on AI systems, and to mitigate the impact of 
successful attacks. Therefore; 

(a) The first consideration, before creating an AI 
cybersecurity policy and regulation, is the 
classification of AI systems on a risk basis 
and on the intended purposes, and in line with 
existing product safety legislations.  

(b) The classification of AI depends not only on 
the function performed, but also on the 
specific purpose and modalities for which 
that system is used. Agencies and actors 
therefore, need to understand firstly the 
system particularities, and while reinforcing 
specific controls depending on the nature of 
the risk in technical terms, in legal terms AI 
must be regulated by “sets of harmonised 
rules for the development and use” of AI 
systems.  

(c) The third phase will be creating regulations, 
sanctioning not only the cyber attempts and 
consequences. 

The development of an effective space 
cybersecurity policy will require, firstly, designing 
cyber resilient systems and therefore, (1) adopting 
cybersecurity as a priority (in line with existing 
technical standards and regulations), not as an 
afterthought. Therefore, (a) defining security elements 
before defending ground-based systems, networks and 
space assets, and first minimising risks and 
vulnerabilities. Then, (b) following the adoption of 
cybersecurity best practices for both technologies used 
and their components (Cognitive Computing, Machine 
Learning, Deep Learning, Neural Networks, Natural 
Language Processing). Bearing in mind the critics 
directed at Space Policy Directive-5 [49], setting 
security frameworks require (2) designing actual risk 
management frameworks, on the basis of collaboration 
between governments, private initiatives and 
operators, for (3) designing security frameworks in 
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official documents can only be effective with (a) 
standardisation, (b) modernisation, (c) 
transformational initiatives, and (d) verifications 
through experience and understanding which 
tools/designs/policies are effective and which are not. 
In these terms, exercises and game-playing like 
wargames and hack-a-sats can help to open and 
develop dialogues, to set common grounds and 
principles, and clearly see ‘how to’s’ in order to build 
a living, adaptable to evolving threats, up-to-date to be 
resilient, and reactive policy. 
 
6.2. Liability in Terms of AI Cybersecurity for/in Outer 
Space 

Cyber attacks and the other new technologies such 
as AI or blockchain were unknown during the 
adoption of the Liability Convention [50] and how the 
Convention will be able to cope with new challenges 
posed by harmful ‘activities/interferences’ committed 
by using these new technologies were as well 
unknown during the era of its adoption.  

The presence of cybersecurity vulnerabilities in 
new and emerging technologies pose great risks. 
While providing consistency and time advantage to 
assess data, AI bears varying risks, and one of the 
important ones is “Unclear Legal Responsibility” for 
many aspects originated from the technology. Firstly, 
the Tallinn Manual, in Rule.11. reasons that only cyber 
attacks of sufficient "severity," "invasiveness," and 
"military character" amount to uses of force [33]. In 
terms of the Liability Convention, the ‘injurer’ and 
‘target’ are the space objects, accordingly the first 
consideration as to the applicability of the Liability 
Convention for the cases of cyberattacks against 
software or software defined space assets is based on 
‘whether the software is covered by the term ‘space 
object’, and  the answer is positive.  

Another reason for uncertainty is the difficulty to 
foresee the final results of the implementation of AI 
and lack of  precedents as to problems that will arise 
from the use of AI, and cases that are specific to 
incidents involving AI cyber security [24]. As to the 
liability under international space law, the use of AI 
and rise of cyber security and safety issues are 
significant concerns and challenges regarding the 
interpretation of Art. III of the Liability Convention, 
for the determination of ‘fault’ and the establishment 
of causal link between the fault and the damage.  

In terms of cyber-attacks, compared to other types 
of interference targeting space assets, particularly low-
intensity cyber-attacks are mainly physically non-
destructive, with latent intervention, and have a low 

threshold to access [30].  However, both Art.30 of the 
Tallinn Manual [31] and Art.1 of the Liability 
Convention [32] require ‘damage’ to ‘life, health, and 
property’, and neither of these documents foresee 
mechanisms to impose liability for low-intensity cyber 
attacks, which can be considered as a legal vacuum for 
ongoing low-intensity cyber threats against space 
objects including software.  

 In terms of liability, famous Roman law maxim, 
“sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas” principle, which 
states that “each must use his property in a way that 
does not cause injury to another’s”, can be a hint to 
understand and discuss possibilities for the realm in 
outer space and cyber security of space technologies. 
In order to strengthen international peace and security 
in space, within an unstable cyber environment, and 
minimise threats, application of cyber due diligence 
can be considered as one of the options.  

A state is responsible for failing to take, either 
generally or with respect to the conduct of individuals, 
according to due diligence care as the particular 
obligation requires [34]. States are obliged under 
international law to exercise due diligence in 
preventing their territories from being used to 
perpetrate harmful conducts that will interfere with the 
rights of other states. The principle of due diligence 
would require states to set standards and norms in 
terms of their cyber infrastructure, cyber activity, and 
people engaged in cyber activities, however, both as to 
AI and space and cyber due to the lack of established 
international law, as well as the different features 
between cybersecurity and space security, and uses of 
technology, leaves victims navigating unknowns, 
since the wrongdoer is (often unknown), the types of 
wrongful acts (intentional human/State actions), the 
damage (personal data theft and damage to systems), 
and attribution (the difficulty of identifying those 
responsible).  

As underlined in many occasions, such as The UN 
Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) indicated the 
importance of procedural obligations to prevent harm, 
and encourages states to cooperate “to mitigate 
malicious ICT activity emanating from their territory” 
[35], uses of emerging technologies, like AI require 
attention.  

In conclusion, the future regulation of liability 
generated by cyber attacks/interferences against space 
technologies has to find and design a balance. Whether 
through national or international norms, addressing the 
attribution-response gap will be difficult. Therefore, in 
order to regulate the legal regime as to the use and the 
consequences of these uses for Emerging 
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Technologies, States and industries have to understand 
and redefine, as;  

(a) “‘Harm’ considering the technology used 
and the environment in which the technology 
used,  

(b) The likelihood and the degree of the 
technology used that contributed to the harm; 

(c) The risk/ known vulnerabilities within the 
technology and environment the technology 
used,  

(d) The Informational asymmetry, the degree of 
ex-post traceability and intelligibility of 
processes within the technology that may 
have contributed to the cause;  

(e) The degree of ex-post accessibility and 
comprehensibility of data collected and 
generated by the technology.  

(f) The kind and degree of harm potentially and 
actually caused” [36]. 

Even if the harm is caused/originated by a cyber-
attack, the liability is conditional upon the intent of the 
perpetrator or negligence of the operator. In order to 
counter general expectations of reasonable care and 
regard for harms to sovereignty between States, due 
diligence can serve in the absence of a legal regime. 
However, the legal vacuum as to the non-state actors 
and targeting private space activities, as well as low-
intensity cyber interference, remains.  

A state can be liable for an act of transboundary 
harm, even if the activities giving rise to the harm were 
not in themselves breaches of international law. The 
Liability Convention rather envisages the damages 
caused by impact, than the damage inflicted through 
activity. Malicious transboundary cyber conduct 
committed by non-state actors can exceed that 
committed by states. The international legal regime is 
based upon the sovereignty equality of its member 
states, international law demands the existence of 
effective international legal rules that provide states 
with protection from non-state actors that commit 
malicious cyber conduct from the territory of other 
states.  

 
7. Conclusions 

We are transitioning into a new era in terms of 
policy making and legal regulation of responsibilities 
for governments and growing private space actors, as 
well as outsider adversaries using emerging 
technologies in and against space.  

The AI technologies are expected to be used more 
extensively in future space missions, and augmented 

use of these new technologies and cybersecurity 
concerns as to the latter, brings more topics to discuss 
as to the security of future space missions and as to the 
applicability of existing norms for new technology 
driven challenges. However, cyber-attacks on space 
assets are different from the cyber-attacks targeting 
other kinds of critical infrastructure, because 
numerous States and now private actors are engaged 
in space activities, and considering the augmentation 
of services provided from space, the regulation of the 
new relationships require new discussions, beyond 
existing frameworks provided by existing 
international space law.  

AI is enabling progress and innovation in the space 
sector and helps to provide robust solutions to the most 
relevant problems. Therefore, creating processes and 
frameworks to use AI technologies requires taking into 
consideration particularities of the technology, in the 
first place, in order to ensure clarity, in normative and 
policy grounds, and to respond to cyber security 
requirements timely. Neither existing space policy nor 
cybersecurity policy is prepared for the challenges 
created by the meshing of space, cyberspace and 
emerging technologies, especially designed for space 
assets and use of emerging technologies in space 
activities. In order to ensure adaptable/compatible use 
of emerging technologies with other technologies in 
complex environments, adoption of responsive 
universal principles and regulatory frameworks [20] 
becomes an important agenda for authorities, 
governments and industry. In the absence of dialogue 
and formal policy and regulations, it will become 
difficult to use emerging technologies, minimise and 
mitigate risks, develop and use technologies for future 
missions within a security framework and to build 
robust defences against emerging technological threats 

Therefore, it is essential to note that there are 
important challenges such as the use of AI-enabled DT 
technologies with full performance. These challenges 
might depend on the scale and integration complexity 
of the applications, besides the uses for space 
missions. The main challenges to consider are issues 
related to data, including trust, privacy, cybersecurity, 
convergence and governance, acquisition and large-
scale analysis [45]. While DT promises many 
advantages, this technology is under development and 
far from maturity in the near future. The existing 
limitations for more mature and complex 
implementations of DTs across all domains, including 
both space and cyber, will also require overcoming 
communication network related obstacles on the 
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technical aspect, which also creates another difficulty 
for the widespread adoption of this technology and 
makes accessibility difficult. Trust in technology is 
another challenge, since the information flowing from 
various levels of indicator systems presents a 
challenge for developing common policies and 
standards. Therefore, lack of standards, frameworks 
and regulations for DT implementations [46], is one of 
the grand challenges and has many aspects to consider. 
For complex implementations of this technology in 
specific environments, regulations will become more 
difficult in the future, considering the access related 
problems to sensitive data by private and military 
actors, and the adoption of uniform methodologies for 
data security and authenticity. 
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